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KIT SHOWCASE

Top waterproof gloves are 

perfect for spring & summer

Do a dry 
March!

Sliding scaphoids
No, these aren’t about 

deliberately sliding your 

palms on the road. They are 

designed to help your hands 

slide out from under you 

and help prevent a broken 

wrist if you have an 

accident.

Membrane
Waterproof gloves 

use a membrane with 

microscopic holes too small 

to let through raindrops but 

big enough to let out sweat 

vapour. Gore-Tex breathes 

better than cheaper 

membranes.

Security
One of the bugbears of 

some waterproof gloves is a 

lining that pulls out with your 

hand. GoreGrip or McFit are 

both membranes designed to 

remain firmly in the glove 

when your hand 

comes out.

Wrap up
Cuff and wrist closures 

are the norm, to help the 

glove stay on your hand if 

the worst happens. The wrist 

strap does most of the work, 

so gloves with them are the 

safest option.
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Richa Savage £99.99 
For those who want race levels 

of protection and waterproofing, 

these are perhaps the best value 

option here. They have a robust 

quality, with friction-resisting palm 

sliders and hard knuckle protectors 

and a tougher leather from Somerset-

based tannery Pittards 

around the heel of 

the palm. There’s 

good feel through 

the palms despite 

the presence 

of the Hipora 

membrane – and 

all for just under 

£100.

Colours Black 

Sizes XS-3XL

Contact www.nevis.uk.com   

Rukka Argosaurus £229.99
The most expensive gloves in our selection have a mighty pricetag but are 

also top quality, with leather throughout and titanium knuckle protection 

plus plastic scaphoid sliders. They have the top-line fully waterproof, 

windproof and breathable Gore-Tex membrane plus the vented fingers that 

help make this a glove for all seasons. There’s a visor wipe on the thumb 

for damp riding days. 

Colours White/yellow or black 

Sizes 7-13

Contact www.tranam.co.uk 
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now 

available from 

your local 

dealer!
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